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Rhetorical Devices

A rhetorical device is a use of language that is 
intended to have an effect on its audience. 
Repetition, figurative language, and even 
rhetorical questions are all examples of 
rhetorical devices. 

https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/rhetori
cal%20device



Common Rhetorical Devices
Diction

Parallel structure

Allusion

Rhetorical question

Loaded language

Repetition

Metaphor

Simile



Parallel structure
Parallel structure is repetition of the same pattern of words 
or phrases within a sentence or passage to show that two or 
more ideas have the same level of importance. 

Parallel structure helps to organize ideas, making a text or 
speech easier to understand. Parallel structure can also 
create a satisfying rhythm in the language an author uses. 

http://udleditions.cast.org/craft_ld_parallel.html

http://udleditions.cast.org/craft_ld_parallel.html


Parallelos = Beside One Another
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In art or math, you may come 

across the idea of “parallels”.



What does  “parallelism” mean in 
the world of language?
In writing or speaking, parallelism is a 
balance of two or more similar words, 
phrases, or clauses.
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Parallel words:

Liam likes hiking, swimming, and bicycling.

Not Parallel: 
Liam likes hiking, swimming, and to ride 
a bicycle.



Rhetorical Devices
Not Parallel:

The production manager was asked to write 

his report quickly, accurately, and in a 

detailed manner.

Parallel:

The production manager was asked to write his 

report quickly, accurately, and thoroughly.



Parallel Clauses:

The coach told the players that they should 

get a lot of sleep, that they should not eat

too much, and that they should do some 

warm-up exercises before the game. 
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Parallel Clauses:

The coach told the players 

that they should get a lot of sleep, 

that they should not eat too much, and 

that they should do some warm-up exercises 

before the game. 
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“It was the best of times, 

it was the worst of times, 

it was the age of wisdom, 

it was the age of foolishness,”

from – “A Tale of Two Cities”
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Charles Dickens used the parallel structure:
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We shall fight on the beaches; 

we shall fight on the landing grounds; 

we shall fight in the fields and in the streets; 
we shall fight in the hills.  

We shall never surrender.

Winston Churchill used the parallel structure:



"Let every nation know, whether it wishes us well or 

ill, that we shall pay any price, bear any burden, 

meet any hardship, support any friend, oppose 

any foe to assure the survival and the success of 

liberty." 

John F. Kennedy used the parallel structure:
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Parallel structure often includes 
repetition, another rhetorical device.



Repetition

Repetition Definition. 

Repetition is a literary device that repeats 
the same words or phrases a few times to 
make an idea clearer. 

Because I do not hope to turn again

Because I do not hope

Because I do not hope to turn…

These three lines have been taken from 
“Ash-Wednesday” authored by T. S. Eliot, a 
famous modern poet of the 20th century. 

http://literarydevices.net/repetition/



Diction can be defined as style of speaking or 
writing determined by the choice of words 
by a speaker or a writer. 
http://literarydevices.net/diction/

Examples: Formal, Informal, and Slang



Allusion 
Allusion is a brief and indirect reference to a person, place, 
thing or idea of historical, cultural, literary or political 
significance. 

It does not describe in detail the person or thing to which it 
refers. It is just a passing comment and the writer expects the 
reader to possess enough knowledge to spot the allusion and 
grasp its importance in a text. 
http://literarydevices.net/allusion/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUMOmBxC3Cg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUMOmBxC3Cg


Rhetorical question 
A rhetorical question is asked just for effect or to lay emphasis on 
some point discussed when no real answer is expected. 

A rhetorical question may have an obvious answer but the questioner 
asks rhetorical questions to lay emphasis to the point. 

In literature, a rhetorical question is self-evident and used for style as 
an impressive persuasive device. http://literarydevices.net/rhetorical-
question/

“Who knows?”

“Are you stupid?”

“Did you hear me?”

“Ok?”

“Why not?” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JFAs01HvMJI

http://literarydevices.net/style/
http://literarydevices.net/rhetorical-question/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JFAs01HvMJI


Loaded language
The term "loaded language" refers to words, phrases, and 
overall verbal and written communication that is intended 
to inspire emotion in the reader or listener. This usage of 
language to appeal to emotion is used in everyday 
conversation and is often used by politicians, public 
figures, advertisers and corporations.
Read more at 
http://examples.yourdictionary.com/loaded-language-
examples.

http://examples.yourdictionary.com/loaded-language-examples.html#Cv1wJgZjSLdMtYE1.99


Metaphor and Simile: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoSBVNUO2LU

Metaphor is a figure of 
speech which makes an 
implicit, implied or 
hidden comparison
between two things that 
are unrelated but share 
some common
characteristics. 

A simile is a figure of speech 
that makes a comparison, 
showing similarities between 
two different things. Unlike a 
metaphor, a simile draws 
resemblance with the help of 
the words “like” or “as”. 
Therefore, it is a direct 
comparison. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoSBVNUO2LU



